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Summary
 
A curriculum has been developed to improve the quantity and
 
quality ofstudent writing in math,science
 
intended for teachers in grades five throng eight,but teach|€irs ofany
 
grade level mayfind activities they can adaptfor use in thefifI
 
,and social studies. It is
 
classrooms.
 
i ,
 
This project was designed to bridge the gap in curriculum
 
between whatis happening during writing workshop and the'writing
 
■ ■ ■ ■ . ■! i . 
that occurs in the content areas. This is a practical curriculiiin that 
teachers can take to their classrooms and: begin to implemeiiil the parts 
that meet their needs. It is a compilation of strategies that allow 
teachers to move away from traditional methods of writingiii the 
■ ' ■ M' ■ ■ ■ content areas and towards more meaningful writingby studeiits. It will 
also suggest ways teachers can turn their writing workshop Into more 
than just something that is done in the morning for language!arts and 
into something that encompasses all cumcular areas. : : 
This project is consistent with the whole language philbsophy of 
learning. Strategies and suggestions in this project are consistent with 
the belief that students are natural learners, that learning is a! .social 
process, and that authentic assessment is essential. Their mkinpurpose 
' ■ - 'Y ■ 
is to help children develop and improve t leir writing abilities;and 
increase their learning. 
ill 
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Introduction ! 
- : : ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ - ■ N ' 
Most educators use the term curriculum as thoughit llias a single, 
clear-cut meaning, easily understoodby everyone. In fact it means 
different things to different people. There are two contrasting views of 
curriculum: the traditional model and thei whole language mlddel. 
The underlying belief of the traditional model is that jtlie teacher's 
main purpose is to pour knowledge into he heads of studerjt^ while the 
students' main purpose is to be submissb e and receive this ! i 
. ! ■ 
■ I t 
knowledge(Short & Burke, 1991). This model is characteriized by 
scope and sequence charts, text books, teacher's guides/edit-i^s, and 
district and state curriculum guides. Useally it is developed by 
■ ' ■ I ' 
"experts" outside the classroom. • i .[ 
In contrast the whole language model, while not ignoiing district 
and state guidelines, is characterized by a different set ofbelijefs. 
Teachers in this model believe that learning is an active process and 
■ ' ■ ■ i !
that students' needs should drive the curriculum. In this mo(i"il teachers 
I ' i 
use their training and experience, not to direct, but to assist myd support 
the students in deciding together what and how to study(Short & 
Burke, 1991). This model is characterized by student choice'(bf material 
' ■ Mlearned, real learning experiences, andit is developed by teaphers in 
I I 
the classroom together with their students 
  
 
 
 
 
StatementOfTheProblem !
 
i !
 
! !
 
In traditional curricula, writing piograms had teacheb assigning
 
a topic on Monday and collecting final drafts on Friday. Injbetween
 
students were expected to meetthe teaclier's criteria for whpt makes
 
I I
 
good writing. Butrecently the paradigm has shifted. LucyjGalkins,a
 
leading researcher, states that teachers have gone fi*om asking:
 
What are the forms ofgood writing? to What processes
 
do writers use,whatdo children do when they writeiiM
 
how do those behaviors change as they grow older,
 
how do the behaviors ofskilled and unskilled writers
 
difrer?(1986,p.l4)
 
Thus,there has been a shift in focusfrom products to proce^>ses.
 
What has evolved fi"om the work cfLucy Calkins,Donald
 
Graves,Nancie Atwell,and others is a restructuring ofthe traditional
 
i .|'

writing curriculum into a "writing workshop". Writing worlj;shop as
 
defined by Atwell(1990)is when students are given time daily to write,
 
■ i- 1
ownership ofwhatthey write,and response to their written pieces.
 
The writing workshop has been successfiil for a variety ofreasons.
 
Teachers who use the writing workshop imderstand that eaclij child
 
who comesto the workshop has concerns,ideas,memories,land
 
" ■ . • j ' feelings about which to write(Calkins, 1986). Another element that
 
adds to its success is that the "content ofIthe writing workshop is the
 
  
 
 
content ofreal life..."(Calkins,1986,p.8). Donald Graves(11987)cites
 
! i
 
the reason for the success ofNancie Atvij^ell's writing worksllop as:
 
I I ■ ' ' ' 
It is afull-immersion approach tb reading and writin^i an 
immersion notunlike the acquisition ofa new language, 
here only the new language can be5 spoken. There is| 
relevant,literate talks in this room;there are no cannbid 
lessons,assigned topics,workbooks,language arts 
textbooks,or the following ofpres iribed curriculum
 
guides.(foreword)
 
Unfortunately the same attention given to the writing proces|$ in
 
language arts has all but been ignored in the content areas. I^ancie
 
Atwell(1990)begins her book Coming to Know:Writing to Learn in
 
the Intermediate Grades with an anecdoti;about her experiences with
 
report writing in sixth grade. Asa student,she was assignedto write a
 
■ , . ■ 1 1 
report on a country as demanded by the sixth grade curriculiim. Her 
. '. , ■ ■ i I 
teacher assigned this report as homework and Nancie proceed to put of
 
doing it until the weekend before it was due. She never tunied it in and
 
her sixth grade teacher never asked for it because the teacher put off
 
-i I
 
correcting the reports until the end ofthe year. This is an all to
 
common experience ofstudents in the micddle grades.The saitoe
 
researchers who have demonstrated the success ofwriting workshop
 
also make the case for continuing these s<mie practices into cpntent­
area writing. Calkins(1986)states that "students mustleam fo use the
 
same drafting and revision process for thesir nonfiction writrnj^s that
 
'' ■ ■ ■ ■ . j j 
they use when working in any other genre!"(p.288). Currently what 
  
 
 
 
passes for writing in the content areas is short-answer,fill-m-the-blank, 
■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ^ i 
essay tests,and the ever popular written report. Atwell(1990)suggests
 
rejecting these methods in favor ofasking students to think and write
 
as scientists, historians,and mathematicians. She proposes!fiaving
 
students "use writing-as-process to discover meaningjust a|sithese
 
scholars do..."(Atwell, 1990,p.xii). Classroom teachers,however
 
have notembraced these ideas with the same enthusiasm that they have
 
given to tlie writing workshop. Currently there exists a gaf^ in
 
curriculmn between the writing workshop and writing in this content
 
' ■ ■ . . 'I ■ 
areas. Teachers have not yet bridged th(; gap between whatthey do in
 
the morning during writing workshop and whatthey do in Me
 
afternoon in science,social studies,and math. Ideally these activities
 
would occur simultaneously. As Nancie Atwell(1990)puts it:
 
In the best ofall possible worlds, anguage study mig|lit no
 
longer be isolated as a separate subject in our curricdla.
 
Writing and reading workshop would become redundjint
 
■ ■ ■ . 1 ■ ' 
because students and teachers wopld be writing and reading,
 
everything all day long: poems ys,stories, essays- lists,
m
 
articles, autobiographical sketches andjournals aboiitl
 
math,literature, history,the scienc;es,life.(p.xxi)
 
The purpose ofthis project is to provide a means ofBridging this
 
1 !
 
gap. This project will design a practical curriculum thatteachers can
 
i I
 
take to their classrooms and begin impleinenting the parts tljat best
 
i I ;
 
meettheir needs. It is nota cook-book tlat mandates method A be
 
used before moving one to method B. Rather it is seen as being a
 
compilation ofstrategies that will allow classroom teacher^ to move
 
awayfrom those traditional methods ofwriting in the contejiit areas and
 
move towards more meaningful writing 3ystudents. Itwill^lso
 
suggest ways teachers can turn their writting workshop into|more than
 
just something they do in the morning forlanguage arts and into
 
something that encompasses all curricuhir areas. The project will also
 
contain a variety ofmethods teachers anc
 
their progress. It is hoped that this project will help teachers turn their
 
classrooms into "a'learning workshop'in which writing and reading are
 
learned in the richest possible context and appreciated as tciols ofthe
 
highest quality for helping children comei to know aboutthd
 
world"(Atwell, 1990,p.xxii).
 
  
 
 
' 1 1
 
TheoreticalFolndation
 
There are three major models thai describe reading ijijstruction
 
today. These are Decoding in which Ianguage is thought to|be learned
 
from part to whole.Skills in which langiiage is thought ofa$ a discrete
 
, . ' ■ I I 
set ofskills that must be learned,and Whole Language in which
 
i !
language is thought to be learned from wlhole to part(Harste&Burke,
 
1977). Where teachers fit on this continijum depends greatljf on how
 
they believe children learn.
 
This project has as its foundation a beliefthat childreb are
 
natural learners,that learning is a social])rocess,and that assessment
 
ofchildren's learning needs to be authenti
 
Burke,1991). It also contains the beliefthat children need authentic
 
reasons for participating in reading and uniting activities. Tijliese beliefs
 
■ ■ I 1 
are consistent with the whole language pliilosophy oflearning.
 
In the whole language model,language islearned as a^process of
 
communication. An important assumption in this model is thkt an
 
understanding offimction in language prescedes an understariling of
 
form. Students leam that language has a real fimction in the|ivorld by
 
. .. , ' i
participating in activities that are authentic and have meaning to them.
 
Teachers in this model teach the fimction and form oflanguage through

I I
 
reading,writing,speaking and listening. Students in this model use
 
reading,writing,speaking,and listening to gain knowledge kbout
 
language. They then use this knowledge to make connections in their
 
  
 
 
 
 
world through reading and writing. Children leam to read by reading,
 
and they leam to write by writing. They do notleam to re^ci by
 
practicing isolated skills on worksheets,nor do they leam tb write by
 
answering comprehension questions aftelr reading a story.
 
Children are naturally curious andi love to direct or a|>sist in their
 
leaming process. The wise teacher will use this natural curibsity to
 
■ ■ . ■ ' ■ ■ M . 
help drive the curriculum. Children bring to the classroom IdlifFerent
 
I
 
background experiences and therefore,they leam at differeirit rates and
 
■i I
leam best those things that mean the most to them. Due to these 
factors, students must be given some voiice in regard to what and how 
. I I 
to study. Teachers must value these differences and use thein as a 
I I 
springboard to highlight strengths and d<j-emphasize weakrl<jsses. In 
doing so students will be encouraged by being genuinely siiccessful. 
■ ■ ' hLeaming is a social process. As enne Gossard saidi^it a recent 
! ; 
inservice, "Silent classrooms do not promote language gro\i4b."(l992). 
An essential element in this process is to allow students to ^york in 
collaborative efforts with other students in order to reflect on what they 
believe and to gain insights and perspectives from their peet^. In this 
way their schema, or mental picture, is broadened and connections with 
other points of view are made. In short when students are alilowed to 
J 
share their knowledge and work with otlier students they leam more 
i ! 
than they could alone. j 
When students have a voice in their own leaming an|4 are given 
time to reflect upon what and how they have leamed thingsj tiiey begin 
  
 
to feel empowered. Students can reflect upon their learning through
 
writing and sharing their knowledge witli each other. This process
 
! ■ 
I 
includesfeedback from other students as well as from the t«5acher.
 
Assessmentofstudentlearning needs to be real or authentic. This
 
assessment consists oftwo parts—studer^t reflection/assessraent and
 
teacher assessment. The curriculum muiSt not only allow time but
 
encourage student reflection.
 
I
 
Not only muststudents assess the:ir growth and devejipment
 
I ^
 
authentically,but also teachers must use real-life measurements.
 
Assessment must neither be artificially sWeetened nor soured by
 
unnatural drill sheets or other means in V/Jhich students repeat what
 
someone else perceives the ri^t answer to be without regard to
 
connections with whatthe student brings to the learning prcicess.
 
Getting the "correct" answer provided in a teacher's guide is not
 
important: connecting and adding to one's experiences is the key.
 
There will be consistency betweeii the theory and pnlJtices in
 
the project in the following ways. Strate
gies and suggestioiji:} in this
 
project will be ones in which the above tenents ofnatural le«irning,
 
social process,and assessment are clearl mam
y interwoven. The|
 
purpose will be to help children develop and improve their Iaxiting
 
abilities and increase their learning. They will also be activjities that
 
- . ■ ■ I 
have been used with success by this teacher and other teachers of
 
similar philosophies.
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LiteratureReview
 
A paradigm shift demandsa shift in curriculum. The current
 
paradigm shift in writing currieula dema|i(ds a change in how writing is
 
tau^tin social studies,science,and mailiematics. The literkture
 
■ I 
• ■ • . ; ^ 'I 
reviewed here will address the following areas: 1)the underlying
 
theory which drives the curriculum,2)ip:structional practices that are
 
■ -I 
consistent with theoretical beliefs including writing workshop,formal 
writing,and informal writing,and 3)ass jssment practices that are 
consistent with theory. 
Theory
 
It is difficult to give an exact definiiion of whole Ian
t g^age. To
 
most people wholelanguage is a way ofreferring to a set o :|beliefs
 
about curriculum,notjust in reading and writing,but one tfjat
 
encompasses everything that goes on in a classroom. These!beliefs set
 
the Stage for all decisions made by the teacher.
 
Whole language educators have ci^rtain views about how
 
' . • I , '
 
language is learned. The first and forem|oSt ofthese is that language is
 
1 ■ ■ ■ , 
learned through actual use. Students leam language,whethsr it is oral
 
or written,by really using language,not by doing artificial e:xercises or
 
language-like activities(Edelsky,Altweg^;r,&Flores, 1991).| The next
 
is that language learning is both social
 d natural. Peoplejpe social
 
, 'I
 
by nature and it isthis drive to communicate with others that allows
 
!
 
  
language learning to occur naturally EdeIsky,Altweger,&
 
Flores(1991)maintain that learning written language is no 1 ss social or
 
natural. In factthey state that:"Whether learning to read aitd write is
 j
 
achieved primarily through the use ofenidronmental print o
 
i 
1 ■ .. ■ ■storybooks or both,it is the fact that wriiten language functions m
 
.1 ■ ■
 
j
social contexts that makes learning it nait^rar(p. 17).
 
Whole language educators conteni there are universa s in
 
language learning that are constantfrom culture to culture(I:! et
 
al, 1991). These include the ideas thatl^guage acquisition pccurs
 
i' ,

through use and that language developm(;]nt is social and nailiral. There
 
is also a universal that states that language learning is a pro(ess of
 
i
 
generating and testing hypotheses and in addition to this th:it mistakes
 
are inevitable and necessary while generatrng and testing hypotheses
 
Whole language teachers'commor[beliefs aboutlanguage
 
i
 
learning lead to beliefs about learning in general and about ciliiTiculum.
 
Amongthese beliefs is the fact that le;aming is a social process.
 
According to Judith Newmarl(1985)" Icinguage development requires
 
otherlanguage users to interact with;beeoming a language user is a
 
social activity"(p.32). In addition it is thoughtthatlearning is best
 
achieved through direct engagementand experience(Edelsky,et al.,
 
1991). For educators,"This means that Schools should not l:>e places to
 
■ . . ■■ ■ . ! ■ 
leam primarily whattextbook writers say that previous scholars have
 
learned;they should be places to do sciernce as scientists do,, places to
 
do history as historians do,and so on"(Edielsky,et al.^, 1991.]3. 25).
 
10
 
  
 
 
 
Another beliefis that it is the learners'piiirposes and intentions that
 
I i
drives the learning. Wholelanguage tea4hers try to encouralge learning
 
in which the learner's purpose has someitiling in common willi whatis
 
■ ■■ '■ . ! 1 . 
being learned. This means that the teach r's role should be to
 
encourage students to find out about thei*own interests and in doing so
 
a teacher would collaborate with students in shaping the
 
i ,
 
curriculum(Edelsky et al, 1991). A final beliefaboutleamirig is that it
 
■ . 1 i 
involves hypothesis testing. Children are continually asking questions 
about and then hypothesizing answers aboutthe world aromid them.
 
■ ■ ■ ■ [ j 
Often times their answers do not match adiult answers,however,it 
should not be the role ofeducators to giv students the so called "right"
j , 1
 
answers. Rather,teachers should provioe students with the;means to
 
evaluate and revise their answers(Edelslq»',et al., 1991).
 
InstructionalPractices
 
There is literature that describes instructional practices
 
■- ! ; 
consistent with a holistic curriculum. Th(; literature suggests that when 
teaching writing in the content areas certoiinmethods support using 
language in natural and social contexts hree specific methc|ds willbe 
discussed; writing workshop,formal wriit]ng(reports of infonihation). 
and informal writing(journals,logs,etc.) 
11
 
  
 
 
 
 
WritingWorkshop
 
Children learn to write by participating in actual writ ag
 
activities that have meaning to them. They do not learn by
 
participating in writing exercises designed by a teacher or spme outside
 
expert that are intended to teach children how to write. Through the
 
i !
 
work ofDonald Graves,Lucy Calkins,Nancie Atwell and iriany
 
• ■ ■ ■ h 
others,teachers have learned much about what children need to have
 
i I . 
I ! 
when learning to write. 
The first ofthese is time. Donald Graves(1991)says hat
 
children need to write at leastfour days a week for at least jLtiirty-five
 
to forty minutes. Nancie Atweli's students know thatthey ^ill be
 
writing everyday. When children have regular periods oftijie to write,
 
they will begin to anticipate and plan for
 
Writers also need time in class for writing when they can "iMrik,write,
 
confer,read,change their minds,and writsome more..."(Atwell, 1987,
 
p. 17). Calkins(1986)concurs with this, She recommendslone hour
 
i I
 
■ i
everydayfor writing. When teachers schedule writing regularly.
 
students can anticipate writing and begin to rehearse prior td school.
 
When given regular,frequenttime to write,students grow id their
 
writing abilities. Students,when given time to take risks arid reflect,
 
will"begin to be able to consider what's
 
work,to apply new knowledge and to take contror'(Atwelli|1987,
 
p.56).
 
12
 
 Along with time,students need to 3e given the choice
 
they are writing about. Time to write and choice ofwriting are
 
closely tied together. According to Grayes(1983)"...writing ihat
 
occurs only once everytwo weeks limits the ability to make choices
 
because it limits bodithe practice ofwriting and the exercise5 oftopic
 
selection"(p. 223). Atwell(1987)feels that ffom kindergarten students
 
should be allowed to use writing to think about their Own idsas and
 
concerns. It is imperative that students be able to write abc'iit topics of
 
their choice. Calkins(1986) says that"when we invite childijen to
 
choose theirform,voice,and audience as well as their subjdQt,we give
 
them ownership and responsibility for thesir writing"(p.6).
 
Students need to have ownership ver their writing. A
 
predictable environment allows students o have this ownersMp.
 
Atwell(1987)sums it up this way:
 
Writers in a workshop can exert olynership because
 
they're not waitingfor the teacher' motivational pre­
writing activity or directions for'fi^ g'a piece ofwriiing,
 
instead,they're using the tools and procedures at theirj
 
disposal to motivate and improve tleir own writing. Their
 
writing belongs to them and they ane responsible for rt(p.64).
 
The timing ofresponse is also signt:
ificant. Writers need
 
response to their writing during the composing process. Atwqll(1987) 
■ ■ ■ T ■ ' i ■
contends that comments written at die end ofa piece ofwritiiig assume
 
that students read those comments and thaitthey will then reiiiember
 
this advice and transfer it to a new piece bfwriting. Writing Workshop
 
13
 
  
provides timefor teachers to work widi!5tudents on their writing.
 
Conferences in writing workshop have a predictable pattern, In
 
Atweirs(1987)class,students know thatin a conference "I will wait.
 
listen,tell whatI heard,ask questions ab|outthings I don't understand
 
or would like to know more about,ask hatthe writermi^It do next,
 
and offer any options I mightknow of(d
.70). During thes
 
conferences,a teacher focuses on content and in this way h ps
 
students add on to or begin drafls(CaIkins,1986).
 
In addition to time,ownership response,Atwelladdsfour
 
other principles necessary for a successfi[i1 writing worksho;3. The first
 
is that mechanics are learned in context
dfa student's indivi;iual
 
writing. Next,children need to see adults who they respect engagmg m
 
the messy process ofwriting. Third,wri:ers need to read mstay
 
different genres ofliterature. Last,teachers ofwriting need lio take
 
,!
 
responsibility for their knowledge and tehching bystaying cdrrent with
 
research into children'swriting(Atwell, 1987).
 
FormalWriting
 
Contentarea writing can be used for more thanjust
 
determining what children know. Accord:ing to Bill Harp(I939)
 
"Writing can make students aware ofwhaitthey know,what Ihey don't
 
' ■ ■ : ■ I ■ 
know,and whatneeds to be leamed"(p.726) Children shopld be
 
giving the same opportunities while writijig in science and so'cial
 
studies as they have in vvriting workshop
 thatis they should n® given
 
time,ownership and response(Atwell,1987). Qnly these shcfuld be
 
14
 
  
 
applied to writing expository texts. A cpallenge for teachersjin content
 
areas is to find a way to motivate studenis to choose to writfe
 
expository texts(Harp, 1989).
 
In today's world offast breaking scientific discoverieplit is no
 
longer acceptable for students tojustmemorize facts. In or|d|er to be
 
truly knowledgeable,students "...need to analyze,synthesi;?d,evaluate.
 
and integrate the information they learn Writing helps develop all of
 
these skills"(Moore,1989,p.106). Writ|]ng in the content areas is not
 
■ ' ; ■ ! ■ . ■ ; ■ ■ 
asformidable as it sounds. It can be "siUQlply a matter ofextending the 
M
 
writing process beyond the writing table and applying principals and
 
I ! ■ \ 
opportunities ofthe process to a variety ofthinking
 
situations"(Matthews, 1985,p.63).
 
Extending the writing process into the content areas can be an
 
opportunity for a teacher to help students grow aslearners. Writing
 
provides students with a "...mirror to reflect their own think^g about
 
the world..."(Moore,1989,p.108). Whe:n students can expfess,in
 
writing,the concepts they have learned lia science,social shinies,and
 
math, teachers have a much more autheijiitic way ofassessing learning
 
than previously used methods.
 
A majority ofmiddle-school teachers rely on the written report
 
to test knowledge in the content areas, llJnfortunately thesej reports
 
■ ■ ■ . j ! 
generally go no further than children us:ihg the encyclopedia!to
 
produce thinly veiled paraphrases or outright plagiarism. Tliis process
 
allows for no new discovery onthe part ofthe student(Wildd, 1988).
 
15
 
Report writing can be a positive experience ifapproached right.
 
Teachers cannot expect students to automatically know hov|to
 
research. In order to create independent
 
contends thatteachers "...mustteach students how to go about
 
gadiering information,recording informaiaon,and presenting
 
information and how to use die writingfirocess to move be^^ond the
 
encyclopediaformat and voice(Wilde, 1988,p. 180)
 
Donna Maxim(1990)teaches her students note taking 3y reading
 
aloud and afterwards having the students record all ofthe fdcts they
 
remember. This activity is repeated manV times before moving on to
 
taking notes from printed material. Students begin the process of
 
taking notes from printed material by generating a list ofquestions
 
they think will be answered in a book. They then read the book away
 
from desks aiid pencils. After reading,tlle students leave their books
 
behind and go back to their desks. They begin note taking by
 
recording the answers to anyoftheir questions and adding aby new
 
information they recall. In this process sludents begin to take notes
 
without copying.
 
Jack Wilde(l988)challenges his students "...to write laway
 
that reflects the commitmentand involvementthe student ha with the
 
information and that has an authentic audience"(p. 180). In order to do
 
this, he encourages his students to present their information in away
 
,
 
that is informative and interesting. They compare encyclopedia articles
 
to other genres ofwriting and discuss what is and is not effective and
 
16
 
 why. Students then pick a genre with wMch to present then
 
information and begin a writing process similar to whatthej have done
 
all year. Wilde feelsthatthrough this pr<>cess his students"
 
...are
 
learning a purpose for writing-to communicate information-^d at the
 
same time understanding that purposeis only part ofthe tasCImust
 
notjustinform,butinform weir'(p.i90).
 
Patricia Collins(1990)applied the same principles to a writing
 
workshop in the content areas. She warned students "...to explore
 
topics other than their own experiences,yet still keep the writing
 
personal and meaningful...to use the tec miques thatteal authors use to
 
produce research-based writing"(p. 18) In order to accompiish this
 
she gave students time to become informed abouta topic before
 
choosing one to write on. After this, students were given cl ss time to
 
read and dien take notes,but not atthe s;iune time. When siudents
 
were finished with their research,they were given the choic ofwhat
 
genre they could use to produce a finalform. Throughout tliis
 
Maxim(1990)conferred with students, silowingthem how to apply the
 
same techniques they were using in writing workshop.
 
Formal writing includes any writii]g students take through a
 
writing process and publish. Teachers ofmath are beginning to
 
recogmze how writing can help their students,especially with problem
 
solving. MargaretFord(r990)discovered that having students write
 
their own word problems resulted in a more positive attitudistowards
 
problem solving and increased success vdth word problems. Students
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created a file box ofword problems that they had written,cbnferred
 
i
 
about,revised,edited,and published, Stjudents immediatel}r began to
 
take cards out and eagerly solved their pcers'problems. Fofd(1990)
 
concludes that"...using the writing procdss as a strategy forjproblem
 
. ■ . r ■ ■ 
solving seems to help studentsfocus on tne question being 4sked,look
 
for essential information,and become f<aimiliar with the structure ofthe
 
written problem"(p.38).
 
InformalWriting
 
In addition to formal,published wtiting,students need
 
! ■ 
opportunities for informal,unpublished vTiting in the conteni areas as a
 
means ofarticulating whatthey alreadyl<now,whatthey have learned, 
■ ■ I i ■ ■
and for asking questions. This writing g:fnerally takes the form of
 
learning logs orjournal entries.
 
Learning logs are usually spiral bound notebooks thai last the
 
whole year. Log entries "...are informal,tentative,first draft,and brief,
 
usually consisting ofno more than ten mmutes offocused fi:?e
 
writing"(Atwell,1990,p. xii). Learning ogs encourage stuijients to
 
reflect and interact with the contentthey are studying and thus,can
 
improve academic achievement by giving children a chanceI to clarify
 
their thinking and record facts and evenit^(Walley, 1991,p.i.51).
 
: i
 
Walley(l991)states thatlogs use hree levels ofwritMg ability
 
and challenge. They start by having stui4ents write simple li$ts and
 
'' i '
 
short phrases. The second level is writing that uses sentenc|3k and
 
. . • ' . ■■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ i I 
simple paragraphs. This third is for chilciren who have pronliising
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 entries and wish to take that writing into a published form. Ihese steps
 
are a way ofhelping children who are uncomfortable withfqMal
 
writing experience a sense ofaccomplishment and completiph(Walley,
 
1991)
 
Anne Thompson(1990b)useslean^glogs to help promote
 
critical thinking skills. She collected and analyzed children's log
 
entries and found that she could categorize their entries into seven
 
heading:focusing,gathering,remembering,organizing,predlicting and
 
elaborating^ integrating,and eyaluation(p.36). In doing this
 
Thompson(l990)found that"logs helped my students focus on
 
information,record it, and retrieve it when they discovered they needed
 
it. Logs broughtthem together as a learning community andf hudged
 
them to take an active stance as leamers"(p.60)
 
Journals are another source ofinformal writing in the content
 
areas. Charlene Vaughan(1990)uses a double-entryjouma,Icalled 
DEJfor short,to encourage her students to connectnew learning to 
whatthey already know. She uSes a spir;al notebook for eacli student 
. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■' ,|
and instructs students that the pages on tlie left of the spiral ajre for 
collecting andrecording raw data and that the adjacent page is for 
reflecting on those ideas(p.69). Vaughan(1990) compares DpJs to 
knitting and says that: 
Ultimately, double-entry journals are like the first stitc:hes 
novices knit on large needles. In tleir DEJs, students 
new information and different penceptions. If they see 
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skipped stitch,they can retrace their steps and make a jtiew
 
pattern. And they can connectthought strands and wekve
 
wordsto construct their own meanings(p.75).
 
'• ' ' ■ ■' ; ■ ■ . ' . " " . ■
Anne Thompson(l990a) has her students write math Iqtters to 
her similar to the dialogue journals they v/rite in reading. These letters 
must be about math and the students as mathematicians. Shejfound 
that in their letters, students extended their critical thinking Sji<|ills as 
■ ' ■ ' i ' ' 
"they analyze, synthesize, and describe their reasoning. I 
Another type of informal writing is having students wtte from 
the point of view ofhistorical characters, Glenda LoBaugh(l1989) has 
her students write four types of letters: simulated, persuasive,| 
mformation-sharing, and information-seeldng(p.9). She uses iiterature 
to introduce students to characters and events inhistory. Through 
writing letters form the viewpoint Of characters, students are ible to 
organize new knowledge and then share it with others. Inacl^ this 
process allows students the opportunity to explore their ownj feelings 
and beliefs which in turn will lead to decision-making and good 
citizenship(LoBau^ & Thompkins, 1989). 
Assessment 
An integral part of curriculum pianumgis making decisions 
' ■ ■ ■ . ■ 'N ■about how to assess what students are le:apmg. This also must be 
consistent with a teacher's theoretical fodndation. Inorder to ibe 
consistent with the philosophy of this pro ect, assessment shotild be 
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 based on daily authentic language experiences and it should be
 
consistent with whatis known aboutIan; agelearning(Routman,
m
 
1991). For assessmentto be meaningflilit needs to occurin a
 
naturalistic framework. In other words, the observation,activity,test,
 
or task must be relevant,authentic,ahd part ofthe teaching-learning
 
process by informing the lemning and furthering instruction"(Routman,
i
 
1991,p.305).
 
BillHarp(1991)extends these idea;s further. He sets forth
 
twelve principles that guide whole langua:ge teachers in then:choices of
 
assessmenttechniques. Four ofthese are ^specially relevant to this
 
project:
 
1)Assessmentand evaluation stratiegies must honor the
 
wholeness oflanguage: Assessriieijit strategies...must
 
honor the communicative nature oflanguage in all ofits
 
forms.
 
2)Teacher observation is atthe celiter ofassessment ahd
 
evaluation: Teacher observation of children at work is at
 
the heart ofassessment
 
3)Assessment and evaluation instrhments are varied and
 
literacy is assessed in a variety of(^iontexts:In addition to
 
appropriate tests, whole language teachers use work
 
samples
 
4)Assessment and evaluation are i tegral parts of
n
 
instruction: Whole language teachers recognize that thie
 
best assessment occurs while teacMng(p.36-48).
 
Assessmentin a whole language classroom will have certain
 
goals. Assessment practices need to involve students. Ifstudents are
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to develop into independentthinkers and earners,they must have the
 
skills,knowledge,and confidence to evaljate their own processes and
 
products. Effective classroom assessmen programs include ^ tudents
 
as active participants in forming decisions about what will be!assessed
 
and how it will be done(Tiemey,Carter,&Desai,1991).
 
Assessmentin this context is child-centered and often consists of
 
anecdotal and observational records kept by a teacher. Assessment
 
can also consistofteacher-made tests that have open-ended k^uestions
 
which children can answerto show whatthey,as individual^ have
 
j I
 
learned. An important componentofassessmentin a whole Itoguage
 
classroom is self-asSessment,in which children are encouraged to
 
analyze their own attitudes and processes so they can use thai
 
information for continued growth and leaining(Routman, 199:1).
 
There are several methods teachers can use ftiat are consistent
 
with the philosophies mentioned above, "^fhese include anecdotal
 
records,teacher-made tests,self-evaluation,and learning logs.
 
Routman(1991)does athorough discussion ofall ofthese methods.
 
This is not an inclusive list, butrather it slould be thought ofas a place
 
to start. A point to remember is that"ass<^ssment needs to bb
 
meaningful,multimodal,and ongoing and must occur in authentic
 
contexts"(Routnian,1991,p.303).
 
Yvonne Siu-Runyan(1991)suggests several methods ofholistic
 
!! I
 
assessment ofstudents in the middle grades. These include talking 
. ■ '^1
with students,using anecdotal records,involving students inIpng-term
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projects,learning from student portfolios and pbserv^g students using
 
reading and \vriting(p. 110). These holistic techniques can not only
 
help teachers plan meaningful instruction. but can provide a meansfor
 
,writers,leaniers,^ a
 
thinkers.
 
These methods are afew ways that teachers can assess;
 
students. Tliey can be applied specifically to the activities related in
 
this project. Teachers should consider the appfppnatenessof^
 
student developmeht When
 
choosing a mode ofassessment.
 
Conclusion .-v. ­
In conclusion,curriculum consists ofthree interrelated
 
components:theory,instructional practices,and assessment. Research
 
supports using a whole language theoretical background in a content-

area writing curriculum. For teachers who already have this theoretical
 
foundation it is a natural step to extend cer:ain writing activities into
 
their social studies,science,and math classes. Assessmenttechniques
 
thatthese teacher use already can easily be transferred to evaluating
 
students'progress in the content areas.
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GoalsAndLiMnATiONS
 
Goals
 
There are three major goals for this curriculum project] The first
 
goal is that this curriculum will provide a wayfor teachers to extend
 
the writing process into their social studicis,science,and maitli classes.
 
The second goal is that this project will show teachers
 
alternative approaches to formal writingiithe content areas,, and by
 
doing so allow students to leam to writeExpository texts in their own
 
voices.
 
The third goal for this project is to help students come to the
 
realization that writing is an important tohl and one that should be used
 
in a variety ofcontexts to help with learning.
 
Limitations
 
Certain limitations need to be addressed in this curriculum
 
project.
 
First,the instructional and assessme^nt practices are presented
 
from a whole language perspective ofreading and writing. litij order to
 
use this curriculum effectively,a teacher Ayill need to have a theoretical
 
background consistent with this.
 
Second,writing workshop is afundamental component!ofthis
 
project. The curriculum described here is intended for teachefs who
 
aheady have a writing workshop approach in place in their classrooms
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Third,the lessons and instructiona practices are prepared will
 
little student inptit. Changes iiiay bemadie to adapttliem to suit the
 
dents. 
 1
 
Fouitii,this cuiriculuin was desi^^ d for teachers ofgrades five
 
through eight. Many ofthe activities can,however,be adapted for use
 
in other grade levels providing the teacher takes into accountthe
 
developmentallevel ofthe students.
 
Last,this curriculum is written from the perspective ofa self-

contained classroom. Teachers in dep)artmentalized middle Schools or
 
e with colleague in orderfor
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Introduction
 
This curriculum is designed for use primarily by teacheils
 
interested in improving the quality and quiintity ofstudents'wi[iting in
 
science,social studies,and math. It is intended for use in grades5
 
throng 8,but any section can be adapted for use in any grade;
 
,-V. - . ■ ■ j' ■ 
This curriculum has as its theoreticail foundation that cMldreii are
 
natural learners,that learning is a social pnocess,and that assessment
 
•■ ■ ■ ■ ■ " J " 
ofthis learning needs to be authentic and b:road-based. All of the 
suggested activities and assessment techniqiues are designed td reflect 
this. It also is designed to take advantage of the current shift mbelief 
in how written language is lemning. 
Currently many teachers have transb^rmed their classrcwims into 
I ' i 
reading and writing workshops. Those srooms are exciting places 
to be during these workshops,however,many of these same teachers 
are still teaching math,science,and social studies in traditionail 
methodswhere much ofthe learning is pasj;sive and students rately 
engage in meaningful writing. Iil fact,mo;Stof the writing that joccurs 
■ ■ ■ ' i 
in science and socialstudies consists ofshbIt answer, fillin the blank. 
essay questions,and reports. Students rariely, if ever, have thel 
opportunity to write in math class. 
Fortunately,many ofthe same teacl^ier/researchers who brought 
us reading and writing workshops have begun to publish andpresent 
many new and exciting activities to get students actively involfedin 
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 their own learning. In addition to this, cunfientresearch shows^e
 
positive effects ofhaving students write in all subject areas. "^I^riting is
 
a powerful tool which teachers can use to help their students <^alyze
 
and synthesize their learning.
 
In this curriculum you will find sugjgpsted activities and lessonS
 
i; .i
 
to be used in math,science,and social stuciies. There will also!be a
 
■ i 
section that contains a variety ofspecific aissessmenttechniques
 
considered authentic.
 
:! ■ ! 
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LearningLogs
 
All grade levels
 
; :|

' I
 
Learning logs are an informal,ungr;4ded method ofwriitijng in
 
which students are encouraged to reflect o:h whatthey have leiSmed and
 
; i j ­
i 'i
 
to make connections between whatthey aijie learning and whathas
 
already been learned. They are also an ex(cellent wayfor children to
 
sort out whatthey understand and whatis still confusing. Teachers can
 
use students'logs to make adjustments to 1 ssons based uponwhat
 
their students need. Learning logs can be hsed in all three content
 
areas in this curriculum.
 
Learning logs generally take the fo] ofspiral notebooks. Some
 
teachers have separate notebooksfor all three subjects and spiiie have
 
one notebook that students write in for all Subjects. One metliod thatI
 
irn
 
. . ' ' ^ ■ 
have found effective is for each studentto lave a three subject'!
 
. . ^
 
notebook. Thatis,one notebook that has(^ividers for three siibjects.
 
This cuts down the volume ofnotebooks a teacher has to look-through-

Ifspiral notebooks are notfeasible,loose-!leafpapercan be stajpled
 
together with construction paper to make a learning log. i|
 
Teachers can use theselogs before, during,or after a les'son;
 
anytime a teacher wants to see what studeiit;s are thinking. A(|[uestion
 
is presented to the class(referred to a prompts hereafter). The prompt
 
' i;

is copied into the logs,along with the date and then students dre given
 
5-10 minutes to complete their answers.
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The methodsfor reading these answcers depends on the Ij^e of
 
prompt. Ifthe pronipt is askingfor a predii[ction before a lesson,the
 
teacher may want all Students to share oral]y while recording answers
 
on a class chart. Ifthe promptis designed to have children reflecton
 
currentlearning,the teacher may wantto yalk around and read
 
answers as children complete them. Then the teacher could as|;for
 
volunteers to read their answers aloud. Ifftie prompt is designed to
 
check students'understanding ofa concept, teachers may wantto read
 
students'entries after class in order to mak<;adjustments to futrire
 
lessons.
 
Learning logs can also be used to improve your students'!critical
 
thinking skills. Anne Thompson(1990b)discovered seven categories
 
when she analyzed her students'log entries These included: fticusing
 
skills-defming problems and setting goals, gathering information-

recording whatthey know,whatthey need to find out,and whA they
 
wantto remember,remembering-vmting whatthey aheadyknbk,
 
md classify,and eyaluating­
wnting to reflect and record thoughts about experiences(p.36-49).
 
Learning logs allow students to become actiye learners,and when they
 
write regularly,they become natural criticaj|thinkers.
 
Summary
 
Materials
 
►spiral notebooks(or Ipose-leafpaper stapled together) 
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•date stamp(optional,however,this makes it easier for students to date
 
their entries
 
Methods
 
1. Make sure each child has something to itse as their learning log.
 
2.Look for momentsin yourlessons,either before,during,or after,
 
which are appropriate for getting students to record their thoughts
 
on their learning.
 
3. Write the prompton the chalkboard.
 
4. Students date their entries,copythe proilnpts,and then record their
 
answers. :
 
5. These answers are to be considered infOimal drafts and therefore,
 
teachers should notrequire letter perfect entries.
 
6.Entries should be shared and checked in whatever way suits the
 
teacher's purpose.
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SamplePROMp[rs
 
These prompts are some ofthe onesfoii|md in Nancie Atwe|rs(1990)
 
book Coming to Know:Writing to Le;armngin the Intermediate
 
Grades.Appendix B.
 
Mathematics
 
•Explain prime numbers to a fiiend.
 I : l
 
•In two minutes,how many multiples of11 can you list? |
 
•Using a pencil and a protractor,draw thr^ie angles and measlJre them,
 
•Explain whatthe terms "parallel" and"pejrpendicular" mean tb you.
 
•Make a list often items in the room that jire less than six centimeter
 
in length. List each item and its length.
 
•Find the height(in centimeters)ofeach person in your group.| What
 
is the average heightfor your group?
 
•Write down ten things you do every day^dthe times these things
 
happen(e.g.,"Get up:7:15 A.M."). Then calculate the amolunt of
 
time between each activity or event.
 
Science
 
•Choose a habitat and draw it,including aftiy living things fofti:|d in it
 
•Write a short story thatincludes afood clliilain Ij
 
•Whatwould you do ifyou were left alone in a desert?
 
•How do you think desert plants survive?
 
•Describe how you think the earth moves
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•Why do you think the earth is hottest at thie equator?
 
'I
 
•Whatare some differences between natuij:al light and artificial light?
 
•Listten things that will stick to a magnet and ten the won't
 
•How is the Earth like a magnet?
 
•In three columns,quickly list as many solids,liquids,and gasbs as
 
you can think of
 
•Whatdo you think matter is?(Thirty miniiijites later, after a reading
 
assignment:Now,tell me again about ui:after.)
 
i , !
 
•List all ofthe things you do or use every day that involve water.
 
SocialStudies
 
•List everything you know about ancient Gfreece. What would you
 
like to know about ancient Greece?
 
•Pretend you are the son or daughter ofa Spartan or Athenian)varrior
 
during the Persian Wars. Write either a letter or a diary enltiy telling
 
your feelings.
 
•Listten questions that you'd like answered in our study ofRome.
 
•What would you be thinking to yourselfifyou were a member of
 
Columbus's crew and you werejust leaving port? I
 
. . . ,
 
•Whatwould you be thinking to yourselfif you were Columbus,after
 
being thirty days out to sea with no land in sight? J
 
•Listthe names ofthe explorers we've read about so far. Whi(|h is
 
yourfavorite?
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Do you think Charlemagne should have been called "Charle the
 
Great"? Why or Why not?
 
Why could the Middle Ages also be called the "dark ages"? ^
 
fl'j
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Math.,'
 
All grade levelb
 
Ofthe three content aieas irivolved in this curriculum,fiiath
 
remains the one in which it is most difficult to convince teacher"s ofthe
 
importance ofwriting. Many math teacher when asked to ai^h writing
 
to their curriculum,feel that they will be required to teach wri||ng along
 
with math. The activities in this curriculum do not require matii
 
teachers to teach writing,rather they are teaching techniques ^hich can
 
be incorporated into existing content, These writing strategiesj^e
 
designed as a wayfor teachers to help studmtsleam and to as ess if
 
students are learning whatthey are trying tc> teach. Three categones of
 
student writing will be looked at: logs,journals,and creative writing.
 
LEARNINGL0G5! ji
 
In addition to those learning log prompts in the previous section,
 
there are several other types ofwriting students can do inlearning logs,
 
These include open-ended writing tasks,guided writing tasks,and
 
specific writing tasks. Allresponse sheets in this section are fi"bm
 
Margaret McIntosh(1991).
 
Open-ended writing tasks are those tliat ask students to reflect
 
on their learning. Students write these responses in their logs. In
 
addition,some teachers may wantto have nssponse sheets on \ylich
 
students record their answers. These sheets can then be stapled into
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their learning logs. See figures 1 and2for examples ofthese tlqies of
 
response sheets.
 
Guided writing tasks have students answer slightly more specific
 
prompts than open-ended tasks. The studehits'answers are bas^d on
 
■ |i 
newly presented concepts. See figure3foi an example ofareiponse
 
sheet teachers can use. Students can also respond in their leaij|ing logs
 
to the kinds ofprompts shown in figure 3.
 
Specific writing tasks include"how- os","definitions",;a[|id
 
"troubleshooting". How-tos are written ex]blanations about ho\y to do
 
something-divide decimals,add fractions find the area,etc. Tliese
 
how-tos can be written in the students'le:armng logs or on aresponse
 
sheet similar to figure 4. When writing derations,students explain or
 
write their own definitions ofmathematical terms. Definitions t^oitten
 
in a student's own words increase the likelifrood that these terms will
 
be understood. When teachers read these t^es oflog entries,tfrey can
 
look for misconceptions students have aboi^it whatthey have learned,
 
Teachers are then able to identify areas dial need reteaching.
 
Troubleshooting is a type ofresponse that ^llows teachers tofoM out
 
whatideas students do and do not understaii<d. In this writing task,
 
students explain errors that they or their te;acher identify. See frgure 5
 
for an example ofa response sheet that tea
(tescan use. Responses
 
can also be entered into learning logs.
 
Figures 1 throu^5 are included as a means ofallowing teachers
 
to vary their techniques and continue to keeiip students motivated.
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Get It! ! !
■ ■ ■■ ■ , 1
■ l l ' ■ ,
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■ . ■ . ■ . , i
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figure 1
'
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h ' ' 
HowDoYou ■ . ■ ! i 
ThinkYouDid?, i ■ 
■ : i i ~ ■ 
■l i . . 
; 
, : i 
■ ■ 
figure 2 
LearningLogG■ihDE- .; . ; ■;! 
What new concepts did you leam/what ne^ connections did ydu 
make? 
Did youhave an AHA?If so tell about it?
 
How can you be sure about the information you've learned today?
 
figure 3 
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JOWALS
 
Journals and learninglogs have siimfar p^ Thejfjbotli are
 
rs ab6utthe learniijig that is
 
taking place. Ilie differenc in the structlire andfomioftesponse
 
and in the response bythe teacher. One way ofusing mathjd^malsin
 
Is. A dialoguejoiiirnal is
 
one in which students correspond with the teacher(in this case about
 
As with learning logs;students will need a notebook ofsome
 
kind that will contain their letters. TheishlV requirement with these
 
h and themselves a|>
 
mathematicians. In orderfor mathjoumal: to be successful,teachers
 
mefor students to choose to
 
write in theirjournals. The number ofletters teachers requirejs an
 
individual choice,however,it is important o have a twenty-fciir hour
 
turn around in returning dialoguejournals. Therefore,teacher^ do not
 
manyjournals to respond to
 
in one night. One guideline to consider then;istohave students a
 
written whenever students
 
wantto or need to. This should limit the m|imber ofjournals to
 
day.
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 Creative Writing |
 
' ' ' j , .
 
Creative writing has a definite place in math class. This type of
 
writing can help children gain confidence in their mathematical abilities
 
through their strength in writing. This creative writing can be ,
 
integrated into your writing workshop or it can take place duiiiig your
 
regular math class. ]
 
This writing can take manyforms,such as: stories and plays
 
about mathematical concepts,research about mathematicians and the
 
history ofmath which is then presented in a creative way,and !
 
mathematical story problems. All ofthese writing activities should
 
follow the same writing process that is used in language arts. That is
 
drafting,conferencing,revising,editing,and publishing, i
 
To illustrate these steps mathematical story problems will be
 
used. As with all other typesofwriting,it lis importantfor teachers to
 
model writing before students begin drafting. i
 
Step 1 Modeling j
 
Teachers should model this writing by sharing a personal
 
everyday experience involving math. For example:
 
Atthe grocery store checkout counter,Ihad a totail bill of
 
$34.50. Atthe last minute,Iremembered thatI had I
 
several coupons in my purse. I pulled them out and saw i
 
that they were worth$1.00,$0.50,and $0.35. The store
 
also offerred double coupons.
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After writing the story on the board,the teacher should invite the
 
students to suggest possible questions fron^ this anecdote. Possible
 
questions could be:
 
• How much didIsave?
 
• How much was the new total?
 
• How much wasthe totalifI could only use the $1.00 and $6.35
 
coupons?
 
Step2Drafting
 
To begin the drafting process,studeiits should be encouraged to
 
write down a list ofpotential topics that they could use in matiiematical
 
stories. Teachers need to encourage students to pay attention tb
 
everyday events that they are familiar with. Once this list has be
 
generated,students can pick those topics they wish to write
 
mathematical stories and problems about.
 
Step 3 Conferencing
 
Conferencing can take several forms: one-to-one with the
 
teacher,peer conferences with one other student,or small group
 
conferences consisting of3-4 students. The;purpose ofthese
 
conferences is to share the stories,clear up any confusion,defend the
 
solution,ask for help,and getready to revisie.
 
Step4Revisiug
 
After students conference about then- stories,they should be
 
encouraged to take their stories back to revis e and draft again to make
 
them clearer to others. This process ofdrafting,conferencing,ajnd
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revising should happen as manytimes as necessary; until the voiter
 
feels thatthe stories are complete.
 
Step 5 Editing
 
The first step in editing is for student
 
writing by correcting as many oftheir own mistakes as they caii. This
 
editing should have the sameformat as self-editing in writing
 
s to self-edit their
 
. . ■ ■ , I , 
workshop. After self-editing,the teacherfWshesthe editing by
 
correcting the remaining mistakes. Teachers should take advaiatage of
 
any teachable moments by teaching one or two skills to individtial
 
students as the need arises.
 
Step6Publishing
 
The final step in this process is to pulblish the student written
 
mathematical story problems. Publishing ciim take anyform th^
 
students and teachers wish. Two suggestions are worksheets aiid a
 
story problem file box.
 
For the worksheets,students are allowed to pick their best stoi
 
which is then published on a worksheet. These worksheets are then
 
used when students practice problem solving skills.
 
A story problem file box is a card file ofstudent generated
 
: I .
 
problems. After a student's problems have tteen edited,they copy
 
individual problemson to index cards. The solution is printed on the
 
back,along with the student's name. These cards are then placed in a
 
file box either according to operation or mamematical concept.
 
Students are encouraged to solve problems from the box. They are
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able to check their solution againstthe author's and ifthere are any
 
The purpose in writing mathematicaljstories is to get stiidesnts to
 
reflect oil math in their everydayexperiencesi^d write problems and
 
questions aboutthese experiences. Althoujjh students are allov/ed to
 
write about any topic,the mathematical content generally reflects the
 
currenttextbook topic. For example,ifstudents are learning about
 
measurement,their problems generally com;ain measurement cdncepts
 
and ideas.
 
The preceding lesson is a synthesis olfarticles by Ford(l#90)and
 
Silverman,et al.(1992). See references for complete citations.
 
Science
 
All grade levelb
 
According to the National Council ofTeachers ofEnglish,from
 
fifth grade on,more writing will occur in s<;ience than in any other
 
subject(cited in Scamati& Weller, 1992). This is because recording
 
observations and reporting on laboratory e: periences are part dfthe
 
basic curriculum. Teachers ofscience can ake advantage oftliis fact
 
and engage students in meaningful activities that getthem to relate their
 
writing to science inquiry skills.
 
LearningLog
 
In addition to the types oflearning Icg prompts in the previous
 
section,there are many other uses ofthese ogs. Students can use them
 
!
 
to record observations ofexperiments after recording predictions.
 
They can then write a summary ofwhathappened and how that was
 
different from their prediction. Logs can also be used as field Journals
 
that students take with them to record observations in nature or;on field
 
trips. On returning to class,students can take those observations and
 
compare them to what has already been leajiied.
 
Another use for learning logs is to sen them up as double entry
 
joumals(DEJs) These are set up by using the pages to the left ofthe
 
wire binder for notes,drawings,diagrams,etc. The pages to the right
 
ofthe binder are for analyzing and synthesizing those ideas. An
 
example ofusing this in class could be during a unit oh batteries and
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circuits. The left side ofthejournals would be for battery drawings
 
and the right side for"Whatwas learned". As students experiii|ent
 
with wires,bulbs,batteries,and other conductors,they draw their
 
observations any time a bulb lights up. They can then record ally
 
conclusions and hypotheses on the right hand pages. This type of
 
' 'i
 
activity results in high involvement and lasting understanding b|^
 
students. The activity is from Maxim(l990).
 
ReportWriting
 
Writing reports in science can take on new meaning when it is
 
incorporated into a teacher's writing workshop class or when itfollows
 
the same process as that writing does. That is, drafting,confofgincing,
 
revising,editing,and publishing. As with aiy new concepts,it is
 
importantfor a teacher to modelfor the students before expectfog them
 
to work on their own. One way to accomplish this is to pick aIbpic
 
i '
 
and modeleach step in mini-lessons before having students try it
 
themselves. This process worksfor any topic.
 
Step 1 Research
 
. !
 
After students pick a topic to research,they need to leam how to
 
take notes. It is important to model and practice this technique fo that
 
students feel comfortable and do not resort1o plagiarism. Students
 
should first generate a hstofquestions(10-20)thatthey want ariswered
 
abouttheir topic. These questions,as well as any notes,can bekeptin
 
the students'learning logs,journals,or sepaiate folders. The most
 
important rule in this process is that students never read and wiite at
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1
 
:!
 
the same time. This will keep them from shccmnbing to the temptation
 
ofcopying from the book. Students read fixomav^etyofsowdes.
 
After reading,students put the books away and then write notes about
 
whatthey remember. They are allowed to look back atthe books to
 
check facts or spellings. Then studentslocik at their questions see
:o 

Is to be answered. This
 
process continuesfor as long as students need. iJ
 
Step2Drafting
 
parching,they begih the 
drafting process. Theform that their draft :akes will depend on the 
formatofthe final product(see publishing), These genres shoiild be 
presented in mini-lessons before students begin drafting. Students may 
find thatthey need to do more research onee they actually begin 
writing.■ ': ^ 
Step2Conferencing 
Conferencing can take whateverforri a teachef wants.Iffiese
 
can be individual, peer,or group conferences. The purpose of
 
conference is to present the draft and getresponse on the content,not
 
the mechanics. Any confusion or possible incorrectfacts need to be
 
pointed outso that writer can check them out and clear it up in the next
 
draft.
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 Step 3 Revising
 
After a conference,students will ne^d to revise and write a new
 
draft based on the feedback they received
 
conferencing,and revising takes place as c^ften as needed until the
 
writer is satisfied with the content.
 
Step4Editing
 
The first step in editing is for students to self-edit their own
 
writing by correcting as many oftheir own mistakes as they can. This
 
editing should have the same format as sel -editing in writing
 
workshop. After self-editing,the teacher finishes the editing by
 
correcting the remaining mistakes. Teachers should take advaijitage of
 
any teachable moments by teaching one ortwo skills to individual
 
students as the need arises.
 
Step6Publishing
 
Publishing student work is a vital component. There are many
 
formats or genres available that go beyond the traditional report. These
 
genres allow students to report whattheyIjnow in an interestingform
 
and in their own voices. Some options are
 
• acrostic poems-using the concept being reported on
 
Books-picture,coloring,textbooks,hoy-to,alphabet,pop-up
 
Galendars-each page with a drawing and an annotation
 
Bulletin boards-drawings and photos with text
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These genres are from Coming to know:Wilting to Learn in tfe
 
Intenhediate Grades. 1990.Appendix A. 'I'he preceding strategy is a
 
)).
 
FirstPerson Science
 
Another option for report writing in science is to assign each
 
student the task pfresearching a scientistP
 m
 
this project are the sanie as in report^ The difference lies in the
 
publishing: ShidentS are to report their findings in the first person,
 
beconmg their sciehtist.^^ ^ necessaiy to do mini-lessons and
 
modeling ofthis genre ofwriting. Asa cuhnination to this project,
 
students can come to school dressed as their scientist and share their
 
work. The activity is an adaptation ofTeppen&Rinker(1988)
 
: CAREMANUALS ;^
 
This activity fits in with a unit on life science. Tfie stude
 
would be involved in M"AffDpt^A-Manimal'Vunit T^
 
productis a care manualfor a mammaloftiieir choice.
 
Students begin by examining care manualsfor pets they have at
 
home in order to become familiar with this lormat. A chart is
 
generated with all ofthe components. Stud<mts are allowed to "adopt"
 
any mammalthey wantand then they are invited to write their own
 
caremanual:
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 Students'writing should follow the sameformatdiscussed in
 
report writing, The(^^ students should relate to
 
their animal and the components necessary to complete the mahual.
 
After drafting,conferencing,revising,and ^diting,students'mahuals
 
should be bound into books. These books are then presented to the
 
class. This activdty i$fern Matz(l99^^
 
Letter Writin
 
Writing letters is another wayfor stuidents to express their
 
science knowledge. The activity is from aguire(1992). This activity
 
takes place after a unit ofstudy relating to plants.
 
selfMr.f.M.Ire and
 
complains to the students abouttrees. He claims that there is no single
 
good use for plants and trees and that he an(dhis friends are hoping to
 
introduce a bill in the legislature that will make tree illegal. Then he
 
exists the room.
 
After he leaves,the teacher assigns tpe students,individually or
 
in groups,to write letters to Mr.I. M.Tree ess and the state lej^slature
 
stating the case for plants and trees based on whatthey know. This
 
they have learned in a
 
writing assignment.
 
BigBooks
 
This is yet another strategy for students to use when writing
 
about nonfiction topics. This process uses he same steps in wiriting as
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the others, with the teacher modeling the first chapter and groups of
 
students finishing it. This activity is from Snowball(1989).
 
Step 1-Pick a topic ofinterest to students tind have them suggest
 
words that are related to the topic. Then cr<;ate a semantic map!
 
Step 2- Classify these words into categories related to the topicL These
 
categories will be the basis for the chapters in the book.
 
Step 3- Pick a category to work on as a class. The class works|
 
together gathering new information by first listing whatis known,then
 
whatthey wantto learn,and then how to find the necessary
 
information. Thatinfoimation is then gathered in note form. ;
 
Step 4- With the teacher modeling the appropriate org^zation ofa
 
nonfiction book with headings and subheadings,the class integirates the
 
new knowledge and prior knowledge and writes the chapter. After
 
revising, deleting information,researching and adding more
 
information,the final copy is written on large sheets ofpaperto be part
 
ofthe class book.
 
Step 5- Groups ofstudents then pick the other categories and fbilow
 
the same procedure as in steps3 and 4.
 
Step 6- When all groups are finished,gather all the pages ofthe book
 
■ ■■ ■ ■ ' ' i ' 
together and decide on a title. Then have th(j students complete things
 
like a table ofcontents,glossary,index,etc. Use other books as
 
models.
 
Step 7- The final productis then bound as a big book and can be
 
shared with other classes.
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;.;;SdciALSTUDiE
 
Social studies is a logical l^ace toinie^ate content area study
 
and writing because ofthe vast quantity ofquality literature avmlable
 
to draw on. Hbweyer,manytdachers dp nottake advantage ofthis and
 
instead assign state,cbunl^i or person repcjrtsthat tuim outto be little
 
mpre thaai plagiarized accoimts ofau enGyclopedia. This sectioinis an
 
attemptto show teachers a variety ofstrate,:nes to enhance their social
 
studies writing curriculum.
 
'LEARNm&TOGS'■ 
Learning logs can he used extensively in sociafstudies ip assist
 
students in making coiinectionsbetween whatthey have leame<iand
 
whatthey already know. In additionto the sample pfonipts listed
 
earlier, students can use logs to keep research notes,compare akd
 
contest presentatidnSj^organize information,etc. Anytype ofMriting
 
thatencpurages students to reflectPh what hey know and don't
 
is appropriate.
 
Another activity students can do in their learning logs is
 
r, 1992).In these
 
journals,students assume the role ofanother person and write from that
 
person's point ofview. This writing can be done after group lessons or
 
after students have researched a historical ligure. This activity/ will
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allow students to gain insight into other people's lives and to lekm how
 
to take on a take one a new perspective.
 
ReportWRiTiiji
 
Report writing in social studies is similar to thatin sciepce.
 
Students go through the same process ofresearching,drafting,
 
conferencing,editing,revising,and publishing. An effective sixategy to
 
help keep track ofwhatindividuals students are doing is to use a status
 
ofthe class check(Atwell,1987). This allows a teacher to see at a
 
glance how students are progressing(see fig. 7). Here is a summary of
 
the steps involved in report writing.
 
Step 1 Researching
 
Students pick a topic,generate questions aboutthat topic,and
 
begin reading to find the answers. Atno time do students read a book
 
and wnte at the same time. This keeps them from copying passages
 
word for word. The researching phase tak(js as much time as
 
individual students need.
 
Step2Drafting
 
Students use their notes to write drafts. Theform ofthese drafts
 
depends upon the formatoftheir final prodiuct(see publishing).
 
Step 3 Conferencing
 
Conferencing with a teacher,peer,or group allows the Vfriter to
 
get response on the content oftheir draft. The response should address
 
areas ofconfusion and possible misinformation and provide the writer
 
with ideas for revision.
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Step4Revising
 
Students use suggestions from their(konferences to revise the
 
original draft or write a new draft. Steps2through4 are repeated as
 
many times as a student needs to become satisfied with the content.
 
Step 5 Editing
 
Thisprocess begins with self-editing. Students edit their own
 
papers for as many errors as they can find. The teacher then finishes
 
by correcting the remaining mistakes. Teaching one ortwo sldlls from
 
the edited work is a wayto help students improve their writingjskills.
 
Step6Publishing
 
f^iblishing is an important culmination ofthis process. There are
 
manyformats or genres available that go beyond the traditional report.
 
These genres allow students to report what they know in an interesting
 
manner. Some options are:
 
•Books-picture,coloring,textbooks,how-to,alphabet,pop-up
 
•Calendars-each page with a drawing and an annotation
 
•Bulletin boards-drawings and photos witti text ,
 
•Journals-recollections ofa person ofthe time
 
•Letters- correspondence between real or imagined historical figures
 
•Newspapers- articles covering events,ads,recipes,etc.,oftlie time
 
•Catalogs- annotated pictures ofitems available in that time !
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These genres are from Coming to know: Writing to leam in the
 
intermediate grades. 1990,Appendix A. This strategy is a sufl^ary of
 
Maxim(1990)and Collins(1990).
 
StatusOfTheCLASS
 
Mon. Tues. Wed Thurs. Fri. i
 
, !
 
1
 
:. i
 
1
 
d.l=draft 1,d.2=draft 2,etc. res=teacher response ed
 
con./rewrite=editmg conference w/teacher,then rewrite s.e.^^ self-

editing p.e.= peer editing peer con.= pee conference w/studenfs
 
name
 
figure6
 
Letter Writmg
 
These letter writing activities are from LoBaugh&
 
Tompkins(1989). They are completed af:er students read quality
 
historical fiction related to the time period being studied. Thdre are
 
four types ofletters students can write: simulated,persuasive^
 
information-sharing,and information-seeldng.
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Simulated
 
These letters are similar to simulateajournal entries. After
 
reading historical fiction,students write letters fi'om one character in
 
the book to another character. Students perspective and learn to
 
relate events.
 
Persuasive
 
In these letters,students also assume the role ofcharacters in
 
books. Students write letters to other characters expressing a point of
 
view and trying to convince the other person to change theirs. Students
 
can learn persuasive techniques such alogical reasoning and
 
propaganda.
 
Information-sharing
 
Students write letters to parents,teachers,and other students to
 
share information fi^ om books they read. They share setting, plot,
 
characters,and arecommendation aboutthe book. Students <tre also
 
encouraged to include factual information contained in the book,
 
These letters and notes allow teachers to bheck for understanding.
 
Information-seeking
 
Students write these letters to requlest information fi'onl
 
museums,historical societies,authors,etc. This type oflettei writing
 
teaches students the importance ofwriting clearly and correctly.
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Postcards
 
This activity, which is a variation on letter writing,is fropi
 
Miller,et al.(1992). These postcards are vmtten after students;have
 
read biographies ofpeople they are studying in history. Students write
 
imaginary messages on postcards fi*om the point ofview ofhistorical
 
figures. These postcards can be addressed to appropriate
 
contemporaries or across time to others who have similar experiences.
 
When starting this activity,students first use the cards to record
 
pertinentinformation as they read. Then students read through their
 
cards and pick the mostimportant events^djustify their choices.
 
Next students write aboutthese events in m appropriate style thatthe
 
subject would have used. Students can cre^ate picture postcards by
 
drawing a picture on the opposite side of1he message. These'
 
postcards can then be published into a book or photo album.
 
QuESTiON-AND-ANswtRBooks
 
Question-and-Answer books are anotherformatfor children to
 
use to publish nonfiction information. This is an easy formatto use
 
because it is a loose,fairly unconstrained way to organize information.
 
This activity is fi-om Zamowski(l991).
 
Step 1-Students pick individual research opics that fit into the large
 
topic ofstudy.
 
Step 2-Students develop research questidns(5-6). Atleast orie ofthese
 
original questions mustinvolve hypothesizing about whatmi^thave
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happened instead ofreporting what actually occurred. These questions
 
serve as a guide for students'reading and iijiformation gathering.
 
Step 3-Students research and gather notes in a similar fashion as report
 
writing.
 
Step 4- Students need to examine several([uestion-and-answer books
 
to develop a chart ofthe features ofthese books.
 
Step 5-Students draft,conference,revise,edit,and publish in similar
 
methods discussed in report writing.
 
These books allow children to explore topics and questions that
 
interest them. They also show students that history is more thanjust
 
receiving information. It is also about finqing out aboutthe past and
 
making sense ofit.
 
Raft
 
This activity is from Young&Mart-Schroer(l992). RAFT
 
stands for role ofthe writer,audience for whom the writing is intended,
 
writing format,and topic. RAFT allows students to write diiqctly to an
 
audience in a specific format,using an identified topic.
 
Some possible RAFTsfor students studying the Civil^ar,the
 
Revolutionary War,and Egypt are:
 
R:Abolitionist
 
A:Northerners
 
F:Editorial
 
T:Why people should financially support the
 
underground railroad
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R;Tory
 
A:Rebels
 
F:Aimouncement
 
T:The closing ofBostbn Harbor and other
 
repercussions from the Boston TeaParty
 
R:Egyptian slave
 
A:Pharaoh
 
F:Complaint
 
T:The dangerous woij]king conditions at the
 
pyramids
 
As students become familiar with the forrpat,they can create their own
 
RAFTs.
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Assessment
 
In a traditional,skills-based classroom,assessmentis teacher
 
directed and often is nota true reflection ofwhat students know. This
 
assessment often takes the form ofstandardized tests, district mandated
 
■ '! 
tests,norm-referenced and criterion-referenced test scores.
 
Assessmentin the context ofthis curriculum will look completely
 
different. It is child-centered and often consists ofanecdotal^d
 
observational records keptby a teachers. Assessmentcan also consist
 
ofteacher made tests that have open ended questions which children
 
can answer to show whatthey as individuals have learned. An
 
important componentofassessment in a whole language classroom is
 
self-assessment in which children are encouraged to analyze their own
 
attitudes and processes so they can use that information for continued
 
growth and leaming(Routman,1991).
 
Discussed here will be several methods thatteachers qan use in
 
their classrooms. This is not an inclusive list, but rather should be
 
' • . . . i ■ 
thought ofas a starting point. A pointto remember is that wjbatever the
 
assessmenttechniques used,they need to be authentic and yaried.
 
Assessmentoflearning should not be based onjust one measure.
 
Some suggested methods are: anecdotal records,teacher-made tests,
 
self-evaluation,learning logs,and writing folders.
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Anecdotal records are dated,informs,observational notes.
 
These are generally briefcomments that are specific to whatthe child
 
is doing. One method ofkeeping these records is to keep a three-ring
 
binder with a page for each child. Post-it notes or mailing labels are
 
easy tools to use to record observations. These can then be transferred
 
into the notebook at the end ofthe day. To keep it manageable,pick
 
five to six students a day to observe and concentrate on.
 
Teacher-made tests are another option. These are often essay
 
tests on the major concepts ofa topic bein^g studies. The questions
 
should be open-ended and give the students a chance to demonstrate
 
their knowledge ofthe subject. Sample essay questions could;include:
 
•Name five facts you learned about • ^
 
•Choose a presentation you observed ana tell what you learned?
 
•Whatelse would you like to know about this topic?
 
•Whatdid this unit cause you to think ab[)ut?(Routman, 1991,p.335)
 
Another option with open-ended tests would be to let groupsof
 
students generate their own questions and then allow students a choice
 
ofwhich questions they would like to answer.
 
Self-evaluation is a critical component ofassessment. Self-

evaluation procedures should increase students'awareness o:fattitudes,
 
strengths, weaknesses,and areas needing improvement(Routoan,
 
1991). These self-evaluations can take manyforms:individual
 
evaluation forms,group evaluation forms,weekly evaluation forms,
 
and student responses to teacher evaluation questions. See figures 7­
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11 for several examples ofvarious types ofself-evaluation forms that
 
teachers can use.
 
Learninglogs are another componentofself-evaluation. The
 
purpose oflearning logs is to help children see the relationship between
 
themselves and the topics they are studying. See the previous section
 
on learning logs for a more thorough discussion.
 
Writing folders are another way to assess students'progress.
 
Writing generated in content areas can be keptin students'ongoing
 
writing folders or in separate ones. This writing can be examined for
 
evidence ofprogress in writing skills,findmg connections in topics
 
under study,and mastery oftopics.
 
These methods are afew ways that teachers can assess their
 
students. They can be applied specificall;/to the activities related to
 
this project as well as any other units ofstudy. Teachers should
 
consider the appropriateness ofthe methods in relationship to grade
 
level and student development when choosing a mode ofassessment.
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SelfAssessmentForm
 
Name: Date:
 
Unit:
 
Project:.
 
While doing this project I:
 
Things Iknow aboutnow thatI didn't know about before completing
 
this project:
 
I still wantto work on:
 
Something I would change aboutthis pro ect is:
 
Because
 
figure 7
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Self-Evlauation
 
StudyProjects 
Name: Projelct: 
Date: 
^individual evaluation group evaluation
 
1. Briefly describe your project.
 
2.How cooperative were you while working on this project?
 
3. What was the bestthing that happened ^|vhile working on the
 
project?
 
4.Do you think the time working on the project was well spent?
 
5. Whatdid you learn doing this project that will help on you next one?
 
6.(Your question)
 
7. Your grade Group grade.
 
Comments:
 
figure 8
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 Self-EvaluationForm |
 
5=always,4=almost all ofthe time,3=sometimes,2=occasiona!lly,
 
: I'
 
l=never
 
ji

1.1 get mylearning log and book and am ready at the begirining of
 
the hour. |
 
2.1 get quiet and am listening for myteacher's directions. I
 
3.1 listen when directions are given. i
 
4.1 write thoughtfully in my learning log.
 
5.1 date my entries.
 
6.1 stay on task.
 
.7.1 discuss my entries in my group andl listen when others talk.
 
The grade I deserve is .(0=outstanding,S=satisfactory,
 
U=unsatisfactory)
 
Now,tell why you should receive this grade.
 
Whatis your goal for next week,to improve your grade or mj|ke you a
 
better participator?
 
figure9
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GroupAssessmentForm
 
Name: Date:
 
Unit:
 
Activity:
 
The complete project the group did was?(c|rcle one)
 
very good good fair poor
 
Why?
 
Whatthe group did best was:
 
My contributions to the group were?(circle one):
 
very good good fair poor
 
Because:
 
WhatIlike best about working in this group was:
 
figure 10
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WeeklyEvaluation
 
Name: .'Date:>;:
 
This weekIlearned:
 
Whatwas mostimportant to me this week was:
 
I did very well:
 
Iam confused about:
 
I still need work on:
 
Student signature.
 
Parentsignature.^
 
Teacher si^ature_
 
figure 11
 
Routihan,R.(1991).Invitations.Portsmouth.NH.Heinematm
 
Educational Books,Inc.,p.352.
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Conclusion
 
These strategies and techniques arejhstsome ofthe ma%ways
 
teachers can improve the types ofwriting activities that student^
 
participate in during math,science,and social studies. This is by no
 
means a conclusive list. The purpose ofthis curriculum is to g^t
 
teachers and students started and from there teachers can make exciting
 
■ ■ . . ' ■ ■ ■ ''  
innovations on their own. It is hoped that once teachers discoibr the
 
exciting possibilities ofintroducing these writing strategies,they will
 
eagerly seek out others that are similar.
 
■ ! ■ , 
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